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What object can you find by searching “snow goggles”?

• What group of people created this artifact? Where do they live?

• How did this artifact help its wearer adapt to their local environment?

Sometimes, this general search bar can bring up LOTS of objects! For example: 

• How many object results appear when you search “carpet sweeper”?

Answer: Inuit tribe - Northern Canada

Answer: Inuit tribe - Answer: Snow goggles protected the wearer’s eyes from the harsh glare 
 of the sun off the snow, preventing snow blindness.

Find the object with accession number “1994.49.1” 

• Sketch or describe the design on this beaded panel.

• How many beads is it made of?

Answer: 66,000

Answer: Thunderbird design and nature scene



Which artifact has the accession number “1988.20.1”?

• Where was this unique object made?

• What iconic Grand Rapids furniture store displayed this item?

What type of animal skull is pictured here? It can be found at accession number “2019.9.15”

Answer: Giant grain storage basket

Answer: Southeast Asia, most likely Thailand

Answer: Klingman’s Furniture Store

Answer: Wild Boar

Find the Sportswear Collection.

• Pick a uniform that interests you and read its story. 
 Discover what sport it was used in and when it was worn.
• Challenge: What was the team name of the basketball uniform in this collection?

Find the uniform that this sleeve belongs to. 

• What team was this uniform from?

• What year was this uniform worn?

Answer: Grand Rapids Tackers

Answer: Grand Rapids Chicks

Answer: 1954

Explore —› Exhibits & Programs —› L Is For Lyceum - Overlooked Animals

• What type of snake is this?

• What do they eat?

• Which animal do these sharp teeth belong to?

• What is the two-word taxonomy classification for this animal?

Answer: Eastern Fox Snake

Answer: Small birds and mammals

Answer: Piranha

Answer: Pygocentrus piraya

https://grpmcollections.org/Detail/collections/354
https://grpmcollections.org/Detail/occurrences/279


Explore —› Exhibits & Programs —› Investigate: Civil War Artifacts

• What is the name of this Civil War soldier?

• These playing cards were produced during the Civil War to raise the spirits of union 
 soldiers and give them a way to spend their nights in camp. What were the four suits 
 in the Union playing card deck?

Answer: Captain Patrick Kelly

Answer: Eagles, Shields, Stars, and Flags

https://grpmcollections.org/Detail/occurrences/337

